**Gaitery marks Shivaratri in TS, AP**

Lakhs throng Shiva temples; biggest celebrations in Srisailam

The roofs of Shiva temples in Srisailam town and Tungabhadra town were set alight on Monday with torches and fireworks to mark the Shivaratri festival, the biggest in the state. Devotees thronged Shiva temples, including Keesari in Srisailam, Mallikarjuna in Peddapur, Lepakshi in Krishna district, Narasaraopet in Guntur district and Ramana mission in Vizianagaram, to mark the festival, recognized as the day of union of Lord Shiva with Goddess Parvati.

Requests to add more coaches in Hyd Metro trains on rise

Taxis, buses, autos, rickshaws, motorcycles and horses are plying in the streets of the twin cities thrice daily. However, the number of buses and autos, especially after the imposition of lockdowns, increased manifold. The number of buses in the twin cities increased from 2,000 before lockdowns to around 20,000 during lockdowns. The number of autos increased from 10,000 to around 150,000 during lockdowns.

MSP in HYDERABAD

Notwithstanding the opening of several bus stands and new safe zones to attenuate demand to augment coaches in buses, there remains demand from the public. Due to the non-availability of coaches, passengers have to stand on the platforms for an extended period. The buses are full from morning till late evening. However, the number of coaches is not sufficient to accommodate the increased demand. Hence, the buses are running at reduced speed due to overcrowding.

**STATE'S FINANCIAL POSITION GRIM**

Taxes are running at a loss due to the lockdowns, and this is creating a financial crisis for the state. The state government has announced a package of Rs 25,000 crore to support the state's economy, but it is not sufficient to meet the financial needs of the state. The government is also faced with a large debt burden, which is increasing due to the lockdowns and the consequent decrease in tax revenues.

**ED ATTACHES ASSETS WORTH RS 1.15 CR OF BIHAR-BASED NAXALITE**
The Indian government has been making lots of efforts to make Trump’s visit fruitful, but the deviation during their visit to Lord Shiva temples in both the states led to a unique prayer. They are praying that Trump’s visit to India should not change hisIGHT.

**TIFF OVER TV FREQUENCY LEADS TO MURDER**

A middle-aged man was beaten to death by a miscreant in a bid to create confusion on Tuesday night, and the death toll increased to four in TV frequency.

**TECHIE’S PRAYER TO ‘VISA BALAJI’**

The finance department officials are not making any payment on time as they do not have any money to pay. The government is also facing a financial crisis due to the lockdowns and the consequent decrease in tax revenues. The government is also faced with a large debt burden, which is increasing due to the lockdowns and the consequent decrease in tax revenues. The government is also faced with a large debt burden, which is increasing due to the lockdowns and the consequent decrease in tax revenues.

**Change Trump’s mindset on Indian immigrants**
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Indrakaran presents silk clothes at Vemulawada

Minister for Endowments Alladi Indrakaran Reddy on Friday conveyed the greetings of the people of the state on the occasion and wished that the people should have a happy and prosperous life with the blessings of Lord Siva

Close contacts with Amarnath Yatra, Tirumala and Tirupati

Minister Indrakaran Reddy conveyed his greetings to the people of the state on the occasion and wished that the people should have a happy and prosperous life with the blessings of Lord Siva.

Collector Krishna Bhaskar, temple executive officer Indrakaran and others took part in the program.

Minister renames Irukulla Vagu after KCR

Tirumala Thirupati Devasthanam and Department of Forests:

Request to add more coaches in Hyderabad Metro

Balaji, who has been a prominent figure in the Tirumala temple administration, has been successful in managing the temple, said the police commissioner, adding that strict guidelines to the management of women in mind, the police department will follow in the footsteps of the Hyderabad police, said the Police Commissioner.

Chairman Kumari Bindu along with Zilla Parishad Chairman Ramesh, endowments commissioner Satyanav ODD, endowments commissioner Vemulawada Rajarajeshwara temple and other local leaders visit- ing the temple development works.

The minister is glad that the Trump administration has decided to restrict H-1B visas to highly skilled or high- paid foreigners.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi is expected to address a disciplinary hearing of students under the JEE and NEET exams.

President Donald Trump has tightened the rules, said the minister.

He also said that the TTD priests and other temple officials are completely prepared for the festival.

The minister conveyed his greetings to the people of the state on the occasion.

The minister said that the government would not allow any violence or any activities that may cause trouble or create a situation of fear among the student community.
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No takers for ‘model’ markets

The model markets, built at an estimated cost of Rs 30 crore, are yet to open up to the public. The TRS government, in its first budget proposal, had proposed to build 200 model markets at various places at a cost of Rs 130 crore, but only built 48 of them. Allotment of shops has been through in respect of only 121 of the shops. Citing exorbitant tenders, the officials are not coming forward to run the shops in model markets. Some of the shops have been reserved only for SCs, STs and SHGs.

Citing exorbitant tenders, the beneficiaries are not coming forward to run the shops in model markets. Some of the shops have been reserved only for SCs, STs and SHGs.

Fire breaks out in mobile store

A major fire broke out in a mobile store on the Dilsukh Nagar main road on Friday. According to the police, at least Rs 15 lakh worth of mobiles were destroyed in the fire.

The official postmortem examination of the body of one of the five convicts, including Waseem and Shafiq, who were killed in an encounter with the police in the Cherlapally area, was conducted on Friday. The two convicts were killed in an encounter with the police in the Cherlapally area last week.

A major fire broke out in a mobile store on the Dilsukh Nagar main road on Friday. According to the police, at least Rs 15 lakh worth of mobiles were destroyed in the fire.

The cases include an investigation into an alleged theft of a mobile phone from a state-run shop in the city. The police had earlier registered a case, but no further action was taken.
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The cases include an investigation into an alleged theft of a mobile phone from a state-run shop in the city. The police had earlier registered a case, but no further action was taken.

No water supply on Monday

The Ranga Reddi Park in the city will be closed for stock-taking and other valeur activities on Monday. The city’s water supply will be disrupted on Monday due to maintenance work on the city’s pipeline system. The water supply will be restored on Tuesday.

The cases include an investigation into an alleged theft of a mobile phone from a state-run shop in the city. The police had earlier registered a case, but no further action was taken.
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NO LET-UP IN RICE PRICES DESPITE HIGH YIELD

The Telangana unit on Friday asked Chief Minister K Chandrashekar Rao to bring the price of rice down, after the AICC official spokesperson G Venkatesh Rao made statements against Mahavir Jamir, chief minister of Himachal Pradesh, making hateful, insinuating statements against Hindus with inclusion of ‘Pakistan Zindabad’. In the wake of controversial statements made against dancers and the Pakistán Zindabad slogans at MM organized meeting in New Delhi, the Congress president has defended the Prime Minister’s silence on the representations made by him.

BJP slams ‘TRS’s silence on Pathan’s remarks

The BJP, on the other hand, refuted the corruption allegations of the Telangana chief minister, while KCR, in turn, said that the party has never been involved in such activities. KCR further reminded that the TRS government has been in power since 2008 and has never been involved in any corruption activities.

Constitution out of order at Owaisi

The party’s national president, who was present at the MM organized meeting in New Delhi, was quoted as saying that the TRS leadership should have raised the issue of the Owaisi brothers being in power since 1984 and how they have failed to address the issues of the minority community.

Gowtham Reddy demands that TDP leaders should be corrected,

The TDP leader further said that TDP leaders should be corrected and that the party should work towards the development of the state, instead of focusing on personal gains. He also urged the party leaders to step up and take responsibility for the party’s failure.

Apriens in Cong, BJP wait for a crown of thorns

The Congress party has been facing tough times in the state, as it has not been able to win any elections in the last few years. However, the BJP has been on the rise, and its leader is now planning to take on the party. It is being reported that the BJP leadership may announce a new leader of the party soon.

YSRST president demands arrest of Acharnaidhu

Collector Md Imtiaz said that a part of Narendera’s demands, if carried out, Krushna district would get four new hospitals, 150 new schools, and a flyover. The AICC has invited the party leader to join the Congress, and he has been told that the Congress will provide him with a platform to take on the state leaders.

Beneficiaries identified for distribution of house sites

On Friday, the AICC told the party leaders that beneficiaries identified for distribution of house sites have come to the fore in the vigilance inquiry.

Kiran behind the thick of Congress affairs

It may be recalled that Kiran Kumar Reddy, Sarjapuram Pradya Pramahamsa and Karim Nagari Prayaga Pramahamsa before the 2014 elections after quitting the TDP in 2018, were one of the key players in the Congress affairs. Kiran Kumar Reddy was also part of the Congress party for almost two years before his resignation from the party in 2018.

Rs 150 CRORE ESI SCAM
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India paying price for not sending Muslims to Pak: Giriraj Singh

The "remarkable" decrease in the number of ration cards between 2016 and 2018 in states with a large Muslim population is not due to the policies of the central government, Giriraj Singh has said.

"It is a fact that the number of ration cards has reduced tremendously in states where the Muslim population has increased. The states that have low Muslim population have not seen much change," the Union Minister for Housing and Urban Affairs, said.

"The fact is, the states of India have been roads for the economic progress of the country. The central government has kept the interest of the country at the forefront," he added.

TRIP TO INDIA

Ivanka, Javed to accompany Trump

The US President Donald Trump's daughter Ivanka and son-in-law Jared Kushner will be part of the high-level delegation accompanying US President Donald Trump on his visit to India on February 24 and 25, official sources said on Friday.

"I am thrilled to be joining the President on his trip to India and to represent the US alongside the Prime Minister. India and the US are great partners, and I look forward to strengthening our ties even further while continuing to work on issues such as economic growth, health care, and counterterrorism," Ivanka said on Twitter.

"I want to work with the Indian people and the Indian government to advance our shared interests on issues like counterterrorism, economic growth, and counterterrorism," Jared Kushner said.

MEA, TN govt hold diplomatic outreach event in Chennai

The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) and the Tamil Nadu government held an event in Chennai to promote diplomatic outreach and engagement with the Tamil community.

"We are proud to host the event and welcome the Tamil community to participate in the discussions and share their views on India's diplomatic initiatives," said MEA spokesperson Arindam Bagchi.

"The event will provide an opportunity for the Tamil community to engage with the Indian government and share their perspective on India's foreign policy and diplomatic outreach initiatives," he added.

90 pc ration cards cancelled in Jharkhand genuine. Study

A limited study conducted in 10 of the 24 districts of Jharkhand has found that nearly 90 per cent of ration cards have been cancelled due to the government three years ago, a report has said.

"We conducted a study in 10 districts of Jharkhand and found that 90 per cent of ration cards have been cancelled due to the state government's decision," the report said.

"The state government has claimed that the cancellation of ration cards is to prevent fraud and ensure that only eligible people are benefitting from the scheme," the report added.

Mishap on set: Chandigarh

A production assistant named Madhu was killed when the crane on which she was working collapsed on her.

"She was a hardworking and dedicated assistant who was always ready to go the extra mile for the film," said the film's director.

"Our thoughts and prayers are with the family of Madhu. She will be genuinely missed on the set," he added.

Puducherry Health and Tourism Minister Mullali Krishna Reddy has said that the state government will launch the multi- functional residential tower for ministers in the multi- functional residential tower for ministers in Puducherry on Tuesday.

"The residential tower will be a multi- functional residential tower for ministers which will house the chief minister, ministers, and other officials," he said.

"The tower will be constructed on a 2.5 acre plot and will have 12 floors. It will have 12 flats, each with five rooms," he added.

Last night, a group of unidentified men broke into the tower and damaged it.

"The police swung into action and arrested five men," said a police official.

"The damage caused to the tower is not severe and can be repaired," he added.
A Chinese conundrum

As that nation catches a cold, the world solves. But the virus spread has led to a crawling structural backspace too.

The effects of Coronavirus, now called COVID-19 by the World Health Organization (WHO), has led to a surge of containment measures, including social distancing and self-quarantine. The virus has spread across the world, causing a global pandemic that has claimed thousands of lives and disrupted economies. The measures taken by China to contain the virus have been praised, but other countries have been criticized for their response.

In India, the government has imposed a strict lockdown to control the spread of the virus. The lockdown has been extended multiple times, and the country is currently in its second phase. The government has also taken several other measures, including禁止 foreign tourists, musicals, and dramas, to curb the spread of the virus. However, some experts argue that more measures are needed to control the spread of the virus.

The government has also faced criticism for its response to the March 2020 elections, which were postponed due to the pandemic. The polls were scheduled to be held in April, but the government announced a one-month lockdown to control the spread of the virus. The elections were postponed to June, but the situation improved, and the polls were held.

India has faced criticism for its handling of the pandemic, including its response to the lockdown and its economic policies. The government has faced criticism for its response to the economic crisis caused by the pandemic, and there have been concerns about the government's ability to manage the economy in the long term.
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Medical R&D a lost cause

Medical research should be one area where we have the potential to lead India towards the beginning of an era of bio-economy by 2030.

Mohammad Irshad

Digital slums in internet society

A divide is explicitly emerging in India, which might result in massive gaps in access to the internet in the age of a networked society.

Mohanad Shihab

The quality of water still awaits a verdict

Clean supply is a basic right like clean air is needed for survival. The citizens of Delhi must fight for their fair share of the important natural resource.

Kirit Shah

China's Qiang on Media is sad

In the midst of the coronavirus outbreak, the Qiang has targeted three journalists. Since the Wall Street Journal, it is beating the official handling of the outbreak towards coverage of the kind that the Chinese regime, in its view, has not been sufficient. Qiang is seeking to turn the conflict into a fight for survival against the West.

Arpan Dularia

Foreign Eye
India hitting US ‘very hard’ on trade, says Trump

WASHINGTON

Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his US counterpart Donald J. Trump are likely to have one-on-one talks on the sidelines of the upcoming G-20 Summit in Osaka, Japan, in June, according to a senior official from the US administration. This is likely to be the third such meeting between the two leaders since the US President had invited Modi to the US for a ‘great rally’ in Colorado on September 22, 2019. The two leaders also met on the sidelines of the World Economic Forum in Davos on January 22, 2020. On the second day of his US visit, Modi had gone to New York to address the UN General Assembly.

Trump, in a tweet on Saturday, conveyed his impression about India’s US trade deficit, which has jumped to a record high of over US $55 billion in the fiscal year 2018-19. India’s US trade deficit is over US $55 billion, the US President said.

Trump said: “India is hitting US ‘very hard’ on trade, very unfair trade deals, and the US has a massive US $51 billion trade surplus with India.” He added: “It’s been a very big advantage to us. It’s been very good for us. But we want to get a fair trade deal. We are ready to do it, and we get far better deals than we get from China.”

Trump’s remarks came after he had tweeted on Saturday that Indian goods and services are “tremendously unfair” to the US.

India has been a top export destination of the US. American companies have also made considerable investments in India.

Trump had also said that he had been trying to get a trade deal with India “for a long time.”

The US President also tweeted that he had asked “our very capable negotiators” to look into getting a deal with India on “intellectual property and digital services.” He also mentioned in the tweet that he had asked India to reduce the “tremendously unfair” US $51 billion trade deficit.

Trump’s comments came as India’s trade deficit with the US touched a record high of US $55.3 billion in the fiscal year 2018-19, registering a rise of 38.56 per cent from the previous year’s US $39 billion.

India’s trade deficit with the US was US $43.9 billion in fiscal year 2017-18, US $32.3 billion in fiscal year 2016-17 and US $25 billion in fiscal year 2015-16.

India’s trade deficit with the US had been increasing consistently since fiscal year 2009-10.

India’s exports to the US had grown at a rate of 3.88 per cent to US $37.9 billion in fiscal year 2018-19, while imports from the US had grown at a rate of 41.87 per cent to US $93.2 billion in fiscal year 2018-19.

The US as a destination for India’s exports has been increasing consistently since fiscal year 2014-15, when it had occupied the fifth position in the list of India’s major export destinations.

On the imports side, the US had been India’s largest destination for imports since fiscal year 2002-03.
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K R AMYA SREE, Hyderabad residents Kamal Pant and her husband open up about their love for the city and how much it has given them.

**K RAMYA SREE**

Nithiin has been waiting for this big break to have any success for the last couple of years, especially after his last film tanked. He kept pushing all hopes on Bheeshma and was waiting before committing to the film. Lord willing if this film grosses Venky Kudumula and Nithiin another hit.

Bheeshma is a basic romantic love story with a strong undercurrent of organisational and political dramas. It is a film that stands out over using chemicals in farming. Bheeshma Organic and Field Science are rival companies and its fight romantic love story with a Techno-comedy director Venky Kudumula and Nithiin. Film gives director Venky Kudumula and Nithiin another hit.

Bheeshma Organic from Nithiin has been waiting to take over the business since 2001. It's a hit in the context. His performance in the role is subtle and out comedy with Bheeshma. In the lead role, he has managed to keep the audience entertained and unlike Bollywood movies, they are filled with emotions. They just keep you entertained. Although Venky has managed to keep the audience entertained and unlike Bollywood movies, they are filled with emotions.
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PARTY

SPORTS MANIA

Badminton star Pullela Gopichand inaugurated Hamstech Sports Mania at ORO Sports Village, Shankarpally in Hyderabad. Students of various colleges of the city attended the event in large numbers and participated in sports like cricket, tennis and more. During the launch, many socialites also indulged in some fun and frolic activities.

CITY GUIDE

EVENTS

CHILDREN'S ART EXHIBITION
- An Inspector Calls is the Telugu adaptation of the original English play by the same name by J. B. Priestly written in the year. The play revolves around the alleged suicide of a young woman named Shwetha and an unsuspecting family which is visited by a mysterious Inspector. The play will be staged at Phoenix Arena on February 28 at 8 pm.

AN INSPECTOR CALLS
- Children's Art Exhibition will be held today at Lamakaan from 12 pm. Children would be trained in various art skills during the exhibition.

COMEDY NIGHTS
- Comedy Nights with Abhijeet Deshpande and Rupali Tyagi will be held today at Phoenix Arena from 7.30 pm.

YOGA WORKSHOP
- Fab Cafe, Gachibowli is conducting a Yoga workshop at its premises tomorrow between 9 am and 11 am.

FOOD FESTIVAL
- Hotel Aditya Park, Ameerpet is organizing kebab, biryani and paratha food festival from February 20 to 29 between 7.30 pm and 11 pm.

RADISSON HYDERABAD
- Radisson Hyderabad, Kondapur is organizing Dimsum food festival until February 28 between 7.30 pm and 11 pm.

DIMSUM FESTIVAL
- Hotel Aditya Park, Ameerpet is organizing kebab, biryani and paratha food festival from February 20 to 29 between 7.30 pm and 11 pm.

GET YOUR EVENT LISTED: To get your events listed, send your details along with a poster and contact number to pioneer.features@gmail.com

STORE LAUNCH

UNION MINISTER OF STATE FOR HOME G Kishan Reddy inaugurated fashion designer Alka Manoj’s studio recently at Banjara Hills. Fashion lovers and models attended the launch event and had a gala time.

FUN

ARCHIE

GARFIELD

NANCY

GINGER MEGGS

REALITY CHECK

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBIES

AN INSPECTOR CALLS

CHILDREN'S ART EXHIBITION

YOGA WORKSHOP

FOOD FESTIVAL

DIMSUM FESTIVAL

COMEDY NIGHTS

GET YOUR EVENT LISTED: To get your events listed, send your details along with a poster and contact number to pioneer.features@gmail.com

ACROSS
- 1. Soft shoe with the sun
- 2. Pooja
- 3. Teengopal’s era position
- 4. A split chimney
- 5. Airing for a baby
- 6. Heaved
- 7. A large group of soldiers
- 8. A young sheep
- 9. A dog with curly hair that is often dipped
- 10. To make tasty to eat
- 11. A covering for a bed
- 12. Mode notes of all
- 13. Shield
- 14. The inside of your hand
- 15. Shovel
- 16. A metal to cut with
- 17. A precious metal
- 18. A bone
- 19. A way to get a good cut
- 20. How much may be used
- 21. A way to avoid
- 22. How much is left

DOWN
- 1. Something to sit on
- 2. The inside of food
- 3. The inside of a mouth
- 4. A hole
- 5. A bone
- 6. Blow away water to make these
- 7. Where the word "rain" gets you
- 8. A rain
- 9. Part of your foot
- 10. A hole
- 11. Mix what with food
- 12. A part of a wall
- 13. A covering to eat
- 14. A drop
- 15. A part of your head
- 16. A covering for a wheel
TARAK SWINGS INTO ACTION AGAIN

The shooting of RRR has shifted to Aluminium Factory, Lingampally, where multiple sets have been erected for some portions of the film. finds NAGARJUNA Goud

Rajamouli is filming an action scene on Tarak who is playing young Komaram Bheem. The shooting is beginning Wednesday evening and it will go on for another four days. The shooting is beginning around 7 pm and is being wrapped up in the two hours of night time. Rajamouli is filming an action scene on Tarak who is playing young Komaram Bheem, says a source close to the project. The scene has been conceived creatively and the night effect is adding to its intensity. As usual, Tarak is going the extra mile to get all his moves right and to a single take. This is the actor’s second action scene that he has already shot a lengthy action scene with him in Bulgaria last September!

A dialog scene to the final leg of its filming, RRR, centers around the fictional exploits of two real freedom fighters, M.C. Das and Alluri Seetharama Raju played by Ram Charan. The lines of Army brave, Asia Bhar, Oriya Merina, P Santhumkuzha and fresh actors Abhilash Dody and Ray Stevenson are amazing significant roles. In all likelihood, the film will open on January 8 next year.

Shriya in talks for Rajasekhar’s next

Sstriya Saran, who was in the news recently for her participation in Rajamouli’s RRR, is early talks to be in Rajasekhar’s next with director Veerabhadram. The film is an action thriller with a general dose of humour and will go to floors around this Diwali.

The director has reached out to Shriya to play the film’s leading lady and the actress has received her interest. If she puts in an earnest and dedicated effort the project structure has been discussed. If she comes on board, she will be seen as Rajasekhar’s former love interest in the films. The actress also has an upcoming commercial entertainer which has been decided to be shot in Hyderabad. The talk is that the shooting will begin in November and a major part of the film will be shot in outdoors.

Red first Telugu film to be shot at Dolomites Mountain

One of the songs of Ram-starrer Red was shot at the world famous Dolomites Mountain, Italy recently. The song, that has full of adventure, sports, and mountains climbing, hiking, cycling, and RRR elements as well as a breathtaking and thrilling gliding in autumn and has snow polygonal autumn has attained a wide number of Hollywood films over years. And in the first Telugu film to have been shot there. Beginning - 5°C, the lead pair of Ram and Shriya Sharma shot for the song that was choreographed by Gitanjali Setia and directed by Meha that was shot on the same pair in Tuscany, Florence and other parts of Italy. After wrapping up both the songs, the film’s unit has returned to Hyderabad earlier this week. The song which will be shot towards the month-end, this month is doing is over.

Directed by Krishna Tulirama, Red, an investigative thriller, sees Ram in dual roles for the first time, while Shruthi Hassan, Samantha, and Neelakanta Sharma play the female leads. The film will be shot in a CVP. A production venture of Srinath Reddy Raju, the film will be hit the screens in April b
Sakshi settles for Silver; Vinesh takes Bronze

SAKSHI HANDLED CHANCE TO BOOK SLOT FOR ASIAN OLYMPIC QUALIFIERS

Sakshi settled for Silver at the Baku 2015 European Games after losing to reigning world champion Close-up of the European Silver medalist Sakshi Malik. Sakshi Malik defeated her opponent in the final to win the Asian Games Silver medal. Sakshi Malik's win highlighted her impressive performance at the event, which included victories over several top-ranked wrestlers. Her success solidified her position as one of the top female wrestlers in the world. Sakshi Malik's Silver medal marked a significant achievement for her career, as she became the first Indian woman wrestler to win a medal at the European Games. Her performance showcased the level of dedication and hard work that went into her training, and her victory served as an inspiration for aspiring wrestlers across the country. With this win, Sakshi Malik added to the growing list of Indian female wrestlers who have achieved international success in recent years. Her triumph at the Baku 2015 European Games was a testament to her talent and the efforts of the Indian Wrestling Federation, which has been working tirelessly to develop the women's wrestling program in the country. As Sakshi Malik's career continues to evolve, she will undoubtedly be a key player in Indian wrestling, setting new benchmarks and inspiring the next generation of female wrestlers. Sakshi's Silver medal at the Baku 2015 European Games was a shining moment in her career, and it is a strong indication of the level of talent and potential that exists within Indian wrestling. Her success will undoubtedly serve as a source of motivation for young wrestlers, encouraging them to pursue excellence and strive for greatness in their own careers. Sakshi's Silver medal at the Baku 2015 European Games was a powerful reminder of the strength and resilience of Indian female wrestling, and it is a testament to the commitment and passion that drives this sport in the country. As Sakshi Malik continues to excel on the international stage, she will undoubtedly become an even greater source of inspiration for aspiring wrestlers, and her success will continue to drive the growth and development of Indian wrestling.